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Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT® 
Certified Connector to the Microsoft Power Platform

INTEGRATE, STREAMLINE, AND 
ENGAGE USING THE  
MICROSOFT POWER PLATFORM 

Power Automate™ 
Boost productivity and mitigate 
redundant tasks by automating 
organizational workstreams

Power Apps™ 
Transform ideas into solutions by 
enabling your staff to build custom 
apps—in minutes, not months— which 
solve organizational challenges

Power Virtual Agents™ 
Build chatbots to engage supporters 
conversationally by answering 
frequently asked question, further 
freeing up your staff

Not all superheroes wear capes—or have technical degrees. The certified connector between 
Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT and the Microsoft Power Platform™—Power Apps™, Power Automate™ 
and Power Virtual Agents™—empowers everyday heroes like you to quickly and easily  
build apps, automate workflows, and solve the business challenges holding  
your organization back from meeting its full potential.

Leverage the Extensibility of Blackbaud  
Raiser’s Edge NXT + Blackbaud Marketplace.  
Imagine a world where your staff members can innovate on your behalf—
where you see a problem and can solve it in days rather than months or even 
years, and then actually see the staff time saved, beneficiaries served, and 
donors retained by the efficiencies gained. 

The Microsoft Power Platform provides customers with enhanced 
capabilities to extend the functionality of Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT, drive 
collaboration, increase automation, and achieve a more comprehensive 
constituent view to optimize fundraising and supporter relationship 
management efforts. 

Through this connectivity, you can build a web portal for individual 
fundraisers to view relevant gifts and donors, create a volunteer or alumni 
directory, create a sign-up form that automatically adds volunteers to your 
database, or automate email requests such as unsubscribing from physical or 
digital newsletters—the possibilities are endless. 

Visit blackbaud.com to learn more  

or check out a dedicated webinar here. 
Learn more
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